This paper complements two previous studies (Daley and Rolski, 1984, 199 1) by indicating the extent to which characteristics of a general stationary point process taken as the arrival process of a single-server queue influence light traffic limit theorems for the two essentially distinct schemes of dilation and thinning as routes to the limit. Properties of both the work-load and the waiting-time processes are derived, reflecting respectively the stationary time-sampling frame that may be appropriate for monitoring the system as a whole, and the customer-sampling frame (Palm distributions).
Introduction
This paper continues work of Rolski ( 1984, 1991) , called (I) and (II) below. As before, our concern is with limit theorems that yield approximations to the behaviour of queueing systems in light traffic. Here we investigate the consequences of assuming that arrivals occur at the epochs of a stationary point process (not necessarily a renewal process), and study the properties of both the stationary waiting time and the stationary work load or virtual waiting-time processes in a single-server system with independent service times, i.e., a G/U/l system. The aspect of (II) concerning many-server systems is discussed elsewhere (Daley and Rolski, 1992b) .
Except in Theorem 2 we allow batch arrivals. One potential application we envisage is that of highly clustered arrivals in an otherwise sparse service system. For such a system, the arrival process may be better approximated by a point process with multiple points, i.e., arrivals in batches, rather than by a simple point process. The work load in single-server queues in light traffic has also been studied by BrCmaud ( 1991), Sigman ( 1992) and Sigman and Yamuzaki ( 1993) ) but only for simple (non-batch) arrivals.
In Theorem 3 we study light traffic for the waiting time in light traffic conditions via thinning. It is quite intuitive that in this case we do not require the input to be simple; the theorem allows us to develop light traffic results for Cox/GI/ 1 queues. We then obtain as special cases earlier results of Daley and Rolski ( 199 1) on periodic queues and Burman and Smith ( 1986) on Markov modulated queues.
In this paper neither the batch sizes nor the time intervals between batches are assumed to be independent, other than their being independent of the service times. Since the literature on such point processes is not so readily accessible, part of Section 2 is devoted to a condensed account of the results from that area that we use, and Section 3 to the modified assumptions we then make concerning the queueing system G/GI/l in light traffic via dilation (cf. assumptions for GI/GI/ 1 in (I, II) ) .
G/GI/l, its arrival process, and light traffic schemes
Since our concern is with queues under light traffic conditions, we assume without comment that the basic system from which we start is stable and exists in its stationary state.
The queueing system we investigate would be designated in Borovkov ( 1976, Sections l-2) by (G G G,, 1) 3 and sometimes also (G, I, G,, 1) ; (2.1)
we use G/GI/ I in Kendall's notation in the spirit of Stoyan ( 1983) . We assume that customers are served in the order of their arrivals (FCFS) and that the waiting room is infinite. Specifically, the service times denoted (S,) = {S,: i = 0, 5 1, + 2, ) constitute a family of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables (r.v.'s) with Sj 2 S where at the very least ES Cm. The arrival process is stationary and metrically transitive, always independent of (S, }. In the context of (2.1) it is described by the stationary sequence of nonnegative r.v.'s (T,} = (T,: i = 0, + 1, + 2, . ) for which, in order that the system be stable, p-ES/ET < I We allow the possibility that w= Pr( T, = 0) > 0; when a= 0 the arrival process is a simple point process and the latter designation at (2.1 ) is appropriate. Baccelli and Bremaud ( 1987) consider only simple arrival processes, and mostly so too do Franken et al. ( 1982) ) although from the latter the relations given later in this section can be recovered using marked point processes. We choose a direct approach in the hope of making our discussion more transparent. It is known (Loynes, 1962; cf. e.g. Borovkov, 1976, Section In Miyazawa ( 1979) , Wolff ( 199 1) and Daley and Rolski ( 1992a) it has been indicated how properties of (T,) can affect the finiteness or otherwise of moments of W. It appears from these papers that for a stable G/GI/ 1 queueing system there is no condition for the finiteness of EW u that is both analogous to (2.5) (as a necessary and sufficient condition) and has its attendant simplicity. We therefore adopt the following definition.
Definition M. The stationary ergodic sequence (T,) and sequence of i.i.d. r.v.'s (S,] (equivalently, a G/GI/ 1 queueing system) satisfies Condition M, when
EW"-E([W((S,], (T,])]")<~. (2.6)
Rather than a metrically transitive sequence (T,,) , the arrival process can be described instead as a time-stationary metrically transitive point process N( ) with boundedly finite first moment measure. Irrespective of N( . ) being simple or not, there exists a one-one relation between such stationary point processes N( ) and stationary sequences of nonnegative r.v.'s (T,} (Slivnyak, 1966 : cf. Daley and Vere-Jones, 1988 , Sections 3.4-5 and 12.3, Brandt et al., 1990 . It is also possible to represent the input by stationary metrically transitive bivariate sequences ( (TT, J,T) ) in which Jz denotes the number of customers in a batch labelled II and T,T > 0 denotes the time-interval between batches n -1 and n. Theorem 7.1.1 from Brandt et al. gives a one-one relationship between distributions of (T,,] and ( (T,:, J,:) ). Thus we have to distinguish three types of stationarity: (i) time stationarity, (ii) batch stationarity and (iii) customer stationarity. Except in case (iii) when Pr( J,T = I (all n) } = 1, and then only (ii) and (iii), none of these can co-exist with either of the others. In case (ii) we assume that batch labelled 0 arrives at T: = 0 and batch n at T* = T ;" + T: . In case (iii) we assume that customer zero arrives at 70 = 0 and customer II n at r,, where T, = r,, -r,, _ , . We recall the simplest relations between some of the above quantities. We have already defined a=Pr(T,,=OJ.
Then
and EN(O, II= E = tl_wjETW.
(2.11)
In deducing relations like those at (2.14)-( 2.15) below it can be convenient to use either or both of the identities Note that a, can be thought of as the probability that a randomly chosen arrival is the jth arrival in a batch. The light traffic approximation considered in (I) and part of (II) is based on dilating the time scale of the arrival process by y. In terms of the point process N( ' ) and the stationary sequence of intervals (T,), such a y-dilation amounts to their being replaced by NCy'( .) =N(y-'.) and (~7;) (2.16) respectively. A second family of light traffic approximations considered in (II) and most of the literature cited in the references envisages independent thinning of the arrival process, which is equivalent to replacing (T;) by the sequence (T,' v, ) defined by It seems too trite to note that, for a Poisson process, the operations of dilation and thinning are stochastically equivalent. Yet we should, because it follows from the properties of ergodic point processes under thinning and resealing (e.g. Daley and Vere-Jones, 1988, Section 9. 3) that it is only for Poisson arrival processes that we should expect the effects of the deterministic operation of y-dilation and the random operation of n-thinning to coincide when rTT-' = y for every service distribution with E( S2) < a. So, as noted in (II), how we choose the sequence of processes involved in a light traffic approximation is a nontrivial matter. In practical terms this means that the choice ofwhich set of light traffic results should be applied in particular circumstances is a non-tririal decision.
Waiting times in G/GM in light traffic via dilation
For the light traffic approximation given by dilation as at (2.16)) consider W(~)sW(lSzl, {Y7;,)) (3.1)
for large 7, as in (I), (II) and Whitt ( 1988 =T-,+,=O<T_k}. (3. 3)
The indicator r.v.'s I{ . } here are independent of (S,), and from (2.15) they have expectations Our first light traffic result is informative when a= Pr( T= 0) > 0.
Theorem 1. In a stationary metrically transitive G/GI/ 1 yueueing system in which S"9.0 the stationary waiting time T.L'.'s W(y) of the family defined by y-dilation sat@
lim Pr(W(y)>O}=w.
7-z (3.4)
Without the restriction that Pr( S> 0) = 1,
EW( y) exists and is finite, being given by
Proof. The proofs follow from (3.3) and the monotone convergence theorem. a.s. For (3.4)) under the assumption that S > 0 we have (3.6)
In the context of an arrival process consisting of 'rarely occurring' clusters, as for example with occasional overflows from another system, identify Pr{ cluster contains k arrivals] with rrk at (2.12). Then Theorem I gives an approximation to the mean waiting time per arrival, though this gives little idea as to the range of waiting times to be observed, for which the ratio of (3.6) by (3.4), i.e., E( W 1 W> 0)) is a better indicator. If it holds that the service times are rather larger than the inter-arrival times T: within a cluster, then a better approximation than (3.6) is EW=(l-w)(ES-ET') c $io'-1)n;.
This can be formally justified by the following proposition. In it we consider an R/GI/ queue introduced by Wolff ( 199 1 ), namely, a single-server queue with the stationary interarrival times ( T,, ( 7) for some random variable K( . ) and that the limit (3.14a) (3.14b) exists as. In this paper we assume that K is bounded. Note that the random variables C, and So are independent. Then because of (3.14a), cA = lim ueu Pr{T,, <c4} = I lim u-"P((T,~~}l~~,)(w)~(dw) U 4 0 U-r" IL
We now adapt to the G/GI/ 1 context the arguments used in establishing (3.12) for the case of a renewal arrival process. 
+S,, -.x1 IW)9"(do) R As in (II) for GI/GI/ 1, the a.s. monotonicity in y of ( W,,( y) ( .F,,) and the existence of the limit C,( . ) implies that for y> y' for sufficiently large y',
y"A_(y~'lW,,(y)+S,,-x]Iw)~[(W,,(y')+S,,-x)+]"K
as. are given by Aj( t) = ti (0 < t < 1) Then the condition at (3.14a) is satisfied with 6 = 1, cr = 1, and C,( w) = 1 or 0 depending on the lifetime being of the first or second type. For such a process the constant cA = 4. ln this example we may take 9,) = LYo because by the strong law of large numbers .Yo determines whether A, or A2 is the distribution of T,,.
The inter-arrival process in Example I is a special case of a Markov renewal process. This example is readily extended to Markov renewal processes or Markov modulated arrival processes, but then instead of .F,, = Y. we must take a sub-a-field .F(, which includes not only TV,, but also a history for the generating Markov mechanism. where S 2 S,, is independent of ( Si}, T:,"' and W h"' , and Tb"' = C,'L , T,_ , for v,) 2 V= u( rr) geometrically distributed on 1, 2, . . with mean 1 / 7~. Moreover, these ( u,( 7~) ) defined at (2.17) are independent, independent of (T,], and increase in distribution to x as rrJ 0. Thus it is possible to find a probability space supporting r.v.'s G(_y) that are equivalent in distribution to n'?' , and J, -x monotonically a.s. as rr+ 0. Take the product of this space with the space supporting the defining sequences {I",), (S,}, so that for every j, C,:',,-I T, + x a.s. ( rr+ 0), and monotonically so. Then, observing that W ,!,r' is a decreasing function of the partial sums of the T, and that with respect to rr+ 0 the S, are fixed, it follows that 
Waiting times in G/GI/l in light traffic via thinning
Pr(W '~)=O]_,lim T-' Pr{ W'"' >x) =EHp(S-x) ,(4.
=EH_ (S,, --ax) . (4.6)
For an inequality in the reverse direction, we let r' denote some fixed but small positive for 5-G 5r', value for n-. Then where L,,(t) denotes the number of those of the Lo customers arriving before the arrival epoch of the 0th customer that are still present at a time f later. Using the notation at (4.9) this integral can be rewritten as and this is finite provided that both E(L,,$) and E(Li) are finite. But (4.9) and Condition M, yield
~>E(W;)=E(i')+'ESE[i(L,,-l)]+E(L,,-l)E(S') +E[(.G-l)(L,,-2)l(ES)',
so the required finiteness conditions are satisfied. As before, letting rr' 10 and using monotonicity in (4.1 I ) yields (4.4), proving the theorem. I7
We emphasize that Theorem 3, unlike Theorem 2, holds irrespective of the arrival process being simple or not. In the former case the expectation function has a simplerrepresentation, though in the latter event the more complicated expression simplifies if the variance function for N( . ) is known (cf. Daley and Vere-Jones, 1988, Section 3.5) .
In the next theorem we consider a single-server queue with arrivals according to a Cox process N,,,( ) having random intensity function (A *( t) : -a < t < x) which is a stationary ergodic non-negative random process with finite intensity
and finite cross-product function
Notice that thinning such a Cox process with retention probability rresults in a Cox process with random intensity function [ ~/i*(t): -c~ <t < x}. Assume further that h* has trajec-tories in D( -m, x), i.e. they are right-continuous and have left-hand limits. We use Coxl GII 1 to denote such a single-server queue with i.i.d. service times which are independent of the input. For such queues, conditions for M, have been given in terms of the strong mixing coefficient function in Daley and Rolski ( 1992a) .
Theorem 4. In u CoxlGU 1 queue, provided Condition M, (respectilsely, M2) is satisfied,
Proof. Define a process (A"(t) : -x < t < '~3) with trajectories in D( -x, x) by
where r' denotes the shift operator. It follows from Grandell ( 1976, Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2) that the synchronous point process corresponding to N,,* is the point process S,, + N,u, where N,u is a Cox process with intensity function A".
To verify (4.13 ), we apply Theorem 3, for which we find H_ ( . ) as follows: Proof. Condition M, (respectively, M2) is fulfilled provided ES'<x (respectively, ES3 < x) ; see Daley and Rolski ( 1992a) Proof. Condition M, (respectively, M2) is fulfilled provided ES2 <x (respectively, ES' < cc) ; see Daley and Rolski ( 1992a) . 0
H_(x) =E(N,u(O, x)) = E[h"(t)] dt 0
E
Virtual waiting time or work load
In this section we allow arrivals in batches. 
of the work load at time t (see e.g. Borovkov, 1976, Section 6) . This is analogous to the functional at (2.3) for the actual waiting time, and for a first-come first-served queue discipline V(t) is the virtual waiting time. Equivalently, we can define a new system with a simple input and having the same work-load process, namely, the times of arrivals in this new system of (single) customers are just the arrival times of batches in the old system, and every arriving customer at the new system has as its service time the total service time of all customers in the batch in the old system. However, unless the original input is either simple or a renewal process, the service times in the new system are no longer independent nor independent of the inter-arrival times. In both these systems, the stationary work-load processes in these two systems are in fact identical, and can be represented as at (5.1) with S = SC and N( . ) suitably defined. We use S,T and W,T to denote the service time and the (stationary) waiting time of the arrival labelled n in the new system, noting that in general they are not independent. The stationary distributions for W,, and W$ are related as at (7.3.2) of Brandt et al. ( 1990) Franken et al. ( 1982) )
Pr(V(t)>O}=ES/ET. (5.2)
Consequently, for the processes V (,I( ) and V'"'( ) defined by y-dilation and rr-thinning respectively,
as observed by Whitt ( 1988) 
EV( t) = &+ (E(W,T +S,T,'-E(W;)'). (5.7)
where 
. ).
Under y-dilation, W z J 0 a.s.. so yEV "'(t)+~~n(l-w)E((S*)'],and
E(S")'= e Et 2 S,)'T,= ,c, $v,[iE(S') +i(i-I )(ES)'] , ,= I ,=I
which completes the proof. 0
Observe that. while we have used Condition M, in proving the result at ( 5.6)) it is only the weaker Condition M, that is implicitly involved in the result. An analogous observation is possible for several other light traffic results: it is particularly apt to give it here because Condition M, is neither implicit in (5.5) nor is it used in the proof above.
For light traffic conditions defined by n-thinnin,, ~7 we have a different result for the first moment. Proof. Equation (5.8) follows from (5.4). The proof of (5.9) is similar to that of (5.6). Thus under ~-thinning, for rrJ, 0, W,, * is decreasing stochastically in distribution to 0, * TET,, + ET and ES,: -ES. To prove (5.9) we apply (5.7) similarly as in the proof of (5.6). 0
One way of visualizing the difference between the limits of Theorems 5 and 6 is via the sample paths of V(t), a typical realization of which is a saw-tooth function. The saw-teeth in its r-thinned path VcTT'(t) consist, with a few rare exceptions, of shifted versions of realizations of the function (S-t) + Iw+ ( I) , and the probability of two saw-teeth being located close together is 0( rr). On the other hand under y-dilation, with a few rare exceptions each saw-tooth is a shifted version of a realization of NI,( (0)) c (S-,-t)+~w+(t) i= I These saw-teeth are fundamentally different in nature when Pr (A',,( (0) ) > 1) > 0, i.e. the case of non-trivial batch arrivals. Even in the case of simple N,,( ' ) they are juxtaposed differently, though not enough to make any difference to the formulae at (5.6) and (5.9).
The contrast between (5.6) and (5.9), while not as marked as between any of (3.6), (3.12b) and (4.4), still serves as a reminder thatfor light trajfic limits, batch eSfects in the arriilal process persist under y-dilation but are destroyed under r-thinning.
